The Return of the God of War [The Protector] Chapter 2552
“But Team Leader Azure Dragon (Qinglong), as for the end of these exercises, we will encounter
backlash and destruction. We can’t test it at the moment! This result should be false, right?”

“Yes, the same method is There is no problem! But the end of the exercise is destruction, it should be
fake!”
…
several experimenters couldn’t help but say.

“Not necessarily! Continue experimenting! After decomposing these 100 exercises, simulate and
practice to the most extreme state and then observe and analyze…”

Azure Dragon (Qinglong) ordered and continued the experiment.
This time it is more complicated.

It will take about half a month.

However, Azure Dragon (Qinglong) had heard from Levi Garrison before that they might not have much
time left, and they would be training to the end within a month.
Then you have to speed up and analyze the data before they reach the end of their cultivation.

Otherwise it’s really troublesome.

If what Levi Garrison said was false, that would be great.

But if it is true, this group of people will perish.

He needs to shorten the time.

In his opinion, Levi Garrison was injured and had given up.

It’s all up to him now.

He ran to say it was useless now, and said it was useless.

They have to throw real evidence on their faces, and this group of people will believe it.

Otherwise, they would never stop practicing.

Azure Dragon (Qinglong) and the team continued to experiment without stopping.

Fortunately, today, Marshal Ce is also in retreat, otherwise it will be a lot of trouble.

In the next half month, Azure Dragon (Qinglong) will be compressed in about ten days.

These ten days.

Chen Kong’s strength increased wildly.

Although he ranks in the top five hundred of the gods.

But his true strength is already in the top 100.

In ten days, he has risen by a full five hundred rankings, which is about to arouse the attention of all
parties.

Even if the Gods Lab deliberately concealed it, how to attract attention and put smoke bombs.

The name Chen Kong has been remembered.

Many people are beginning to investigate Chen Kong’s specific identity and how he became stronger
and progressed so quickly…

Soon the Dafa of Absorbing Gong will resound all over the world!

It’s probably less than three days since Chen Kong resounded throughout the world.

Within these three days, Chen Kong had to reach the peak state.

Only in this way can we protect ourselves.

In order to achieve the strength that the Gods Lab wants…the

last moment.

Fight! ! !

There is only that way.

Next, Chen Kong started crazy behavior.

